**Random Hall officer says house is owed apology**

(Continued from page 5) thought to whom you might be offending or harming.

It seems apparent that The Tech over Random Hall’s public apology for printing such insidious, libelous, unsubstantiated comments which threaten the character of our dorms, and home, unaccountably into question. I hope such an apology is promptly forthcoming. In closing, if you cannot manage to engage in responsible, not to mention competent, journalism, then you have no business publishing a newspaper.

Anne E. Crook ‘84
Random Hall R/O Chairman

Editor’s note: The Tech accurately reported and distributed Sherwood’s comments, making no “snarky, unsubstantiated accusations, insinuations, and not-so-subtle innuendos.” The plan under consideration by the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs would require residents of undersubscribed dormitories to cover the costs of empty rooms: the fact that three dormitories—excluding Random Hall—were undersubscribed in September is certainly germane to that news story.

**Birth defects are forever. Unless you help.**

March of Dimes

---

**PORNOPHY OUT**

---

**CREATIVE FREEDOM**

In the age of information technology, a company—whose sales of $7.7 billion annually and whose products and components extend from data acquisition and information processing through data communication to voice, video and graphic communication—can make creative freedom a reality for their next graduates.

**ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS**

March 10th and 11th

Electrical, Chemical, Industrial and Mechanical Engineering, Computer Science, Physics and Material Science Majors

Make arrangements at the Placement Office.

---

**HOW TO GET BETTER MILEAGE FROM YOUR CAR...**

Keep your engine tuned.

---

**GRAND PRIZE:** One student will win a free full-year’s tuition. **SECOND PRIZE:** On each college campus, one winner will receive $50 towards a romantic dinner for two.